THE WORLD’S MOST MODERN FAMILY OF SKIPLOADERS
THE MULTILIFT FUTURA RANGE

PRODUCT BROCHURE

MEET THE
NEW GENERATION
MULTILIFT Futura are a new generation of skiploaders
designed to give you more payload. Smart construction
and a service-friendly design make it easy to save on fuel,
slash CO2 emissions and optimise your total cost of
ownership. No matter what you haul, there’s a member
of the Futura family to meet your needs.

MULTILIFT FUTURA 8

SMALL IN SIZE,
BIG ON PERFORMANCE
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MULTILIFT Futura 8 is a lean yet strong skiploader that is ideal for urban use within confined
city streets. Its EvoLight™ construction gives
you more payload without compromising
strength – so you can haul more while saving
fuel and lowering your CO2 emissions.

MULTILIFT FUTURA 12

POWER AND FLEXIBILITY
IN PERFECT COMBINATION

MULTILIFT FUTURA 18

PURE POWER
AND PERFORMANCE

MULTILIFT Futura 12 combines good looks,
street smarts and forward thinking. Leading the
way in skiphandling, it features a long list of design
innovations that ensure the highest durability,
professional appearance, top performance and
safe, easy, fast operation.

MULTILIFT Futura 18 is the mightiest in its
class – the ‘big brother’ of the Futura family that
can lift up to a colossal 18 tonnes. You need
fewer trips to haul the same payload, reducing
both fuel costs and the emissions. And smart
construction means it’s as nimble as it is strong.
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100 INNOVATIONS TO HE
As the world’s most modern family of skiploaders, all
MULTILIFT Futura models come with cutting-edge design
features. Many of them you can see, but even more are
behind the scenes. Together, they ensure you get a
skiploader that is built to perform – today and tomorrow.

These pages show just a few of the advancements
on the different MULTILIFT Futura models. Contact
your local dealer for information about more of our
innovations and to find out which features are available
for each skiploader.

The world´s most modern
family of skiploaders

CostWise™
for quicker Return On Investment

MaxPerformance™
puts you in a league above

The MULTILIFT Futura range is purpose-built to be easy
on your wallet. These skiploaders deliver leading edge
performance, while providing a quicker return on your
investment and reducing total cost of ownership.

Your MULTILIFT Futura comes ready-made for ultimate
performance, loaded with built-in capabilities of the
highest degree. With the strength you need to haul bigger
loads, you could say that outperforming the competition
is included as a standard feature.

• Small initial investment
• Lower fuel needs, which also means reduces CO2
emissions
• In some markets, you may enjoy reduced road taxes
• No need to employ operators with a higher certification

• Greater payload enables increased productivity with
decreased fuel consumption
• The skiploader is specially designed for easy service
and maintenance to maximize your uptime
• Available with a wide range of options to further
enhance performance

Max
Performance™
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HELP YOU PERFORM
SwanNeck™
increases
reach

SkipTop™
covers any load —
automatic, fast and safe

EasyService™
for higher
uptime

With the distinctive MULTILIFT
SwanNeck™ design, you can go
further than the competition. Literally.
The precisely calculated curve in
combination with the extra-long
telescopic arms increases the skiploader’s reach in container handling
while maintaining perfect stability –
even when lifting over fences and
obstacles, or from an unaligned angle.

With just the touch of a button,
SkipTop™ makes it automatic, fast
and safe to cover any load. With
no need to climb up and wrestle
with covers and ropes, SkipTop™
saves your time and your back.
Not to mention setting higher safety
standards on the road.

Because MULTILIFT Futura skiploaders are extremely easy to service
and maintain, they shorten the time
it takes for routine checks and
accessing key components.

• Bolt-on interface
• Safe to operate with radio controls
with a higher certification

SwanNeck™

SkipTop™

EvoLight™
construction means
more payload

FlexControl™
offers freedom
of control

The completely redesigned lightweight steel construction of the
MULTILIFT Futura family gives you
more payload capacity without
compromising strength. That means
you can haul more while saving fuel
and reducing CO2 emissions.

FlexControl™ gives you freedom to
customise your skiploader – paying
only for what you need when you
need it, as the modular system
makes retrofitting easy. Control
options even include the possibility
to have outside, in-cab, radio
remote controls, or a customised
combination.

• Lightweight, high-strength steel
construction
• Optimised cylinders
• More payload capacity
• Steel castings to strengthen and
streamline construction

EvoLight™

• Service-friendly design to optimise total cost of ownership
• Service points easily accessible
• Wide range of retrofit options
• Hydraulic design concept based
on hoses for easy serviceability

•
•
•
•

Cab, radio, or outside controls
Fast-speed offload
Indicative weighing
Automatic speed control

FlexControl™

SafetyPlus™
boosts safety for
both operator and
surroundings
Safety, both for the operator and
their surroundings, is paramount for
MULTILIFT. The MULTILIFT Futura
range adds leading-edge safety
innovations, such as hydraulic side
stops, hydraulic container lock and
precise controls combined with
safety interlocks.
•
•
•
•

Rated lashing points
Hydraulic side stops
Hydraulic rear lock
Manually adjustable and locked
container side and front stops
• Pneumatic safety latch for tipping
hook

SafetyPlus™
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DESIGNED TO
KEEP YOU ON THE MOVE
Technical data
Futura 8

Futura 12

Futura 18

Vehicle type

2 axle

2 axle

3 axle

GVW of the vehicle (t)

12 (15)

18

26

8

12

18

Capacity (t)
Equipment length*
System weight (kg)**

38

41

38

41

45

48

1900

2600

3300

Max. operating pressure (MPa)

30

30

30

Recommended oil flow (l/min)

55

80

100

* Equipment length with pre-mounted oil tank
** System weight of basic unit without additional options, cabin guard, extension

6

44

51

DELIVER AS PROMISED WITH HIAB SERVICES
When you invest in a MULTILIFT Futura, you invest in modern performance to fulfil your commitments
to your customers – every single day. With Hiab Services, we are here for you throughout your
equipment lifecycle, giving the uptime and reliability you demand. Our worldwide network of experts
can support you whenever and wherever you need us with three service areas to keep you running
as planned and even boost your success:

Lifecycle Services – supporting
you from installation to predictive
maintenance and all the way to
extending the lifetime of your
MULTILIFT Futura
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Original Parts – ensuring your
MULTILIFT Futura stays the
same high-performing product
you invested in from the start

Connected Services – keeping
you one step ahead with nextgeneration intelligence to further
enhance productivity, efficiency
and safety for your business.

Support from start to finish
Our aim is always to keep you moving, year in
and year out. That’s why we offer Hiab ProCare™
– your best assurance to produce as planned.
With a Hiab ProCare™ service agreement, we
can take on the burden of inspections, planned
maintenance, scheduling and more, so you can
rest assured of your ability to deliver as promised.
Contact your local dealer to learn more about
the availability of Hiab ProCare™ and to find
the level of service agreement that makes sense
for your business.
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BUILT TO PERFORM
PERFORM
load-
Hiab is the world’s leading provider of on-road loadhandling equipment, intelligent services and digitally
connected solutions. Hiab’s offering encompasses
class-leading load handling equipment including HIAB
loader cranes, LOGLIFT and JONSERED forestry and
recycling cranes, MOFFETT truck-mounted forklifts,
MULTILIFT demountables, and tail lifts under ZEPRO,
DEL, and WALTCO brands. As the industry pioneer,
our commitment
commitment is
is to
to increase
increaseefficiency
efficiencyininour
our
customers’ businesses
businesses and
and to
to shape
shape the
the future
future of
customers’
of intelligent
load
handling.
intelligent
load
handling.
hiab.com
hiab.com
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Hiab
Hiab is
is part
part of
of Cargotec
Cargotec Corporation.
Corporation.
cargotec.com
cargotec.com

hiab.com
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